**Section D – Erosion Control Notes have been updated.**

On Sheet D2, the CONTACTOR FURNISHED TOPSOIL Note was revised.

On Sheet D3, the contact information for Fibramulch and Sunmark Environmental was updated in the Manufacturer section of the TOPSOIL AMENDMENT Note.

On Sheet D6, the contact information for HydroStraw LLC was updated in the Manufacturer section of the HYDRAULIC STRAW MULCH Note.

On Sheet D7, the FIBER REINFORCED MATRIX Note was revised.

On Sheet D7, the contact information for ENCAP LLC, Innovative Turf Solutions LLC, and Terra Novo Inc was updated in the Manufacturer section of the SOIL STABILIZER Note.

On Sheet D8, the contact information for North American Green, Aspen Ridge Lawn and Landscaping LLC, Profile Products LLC, and Flo-Water LLC was updated in the Manufacturer section of the TEMPORARY SEDIMENT BARRIER Note.

On Sheet D9, the contact information for ENCAP LLC, Innovative Turf Solutions LLC, and Terra Novo Inc was updated in the Manufacturer section of the SOIL STABILIZER Note.

On Sheet D9, the contact information for ABASCO LLC, ACME Environmental, and ENVIRO-USA LLC was updated in the FLOATING SILT CURTAIN Note.

On Sheets D9 & D10, the contact information for Portadam Inc and Fiberweb Inc was updated in the Manufacturer section of the TEMPORARY WATER BARRIER Note.

On Sheet D10, the contact information for Triangular Silt Dike Company Inc was updated in the Manufacturer section of the TRIANGULAR SILT BARRIER Note.

On Sheet D10, the SHAPING FOR EROSION CONTROL BLANKET Note was revised. A paragraph was added to provide direction on calculating the quantity.

On Sheets D12 & D13, the contact information for Dandy Products Inc and Enviroscape ECM Ltd was updated in the Manufacturer section of the SEDIMENT CONTROL AT INLETS WITH FRAMES AND GRATES Note.

On Sheet D13, the contact information for Aspen Ridge Lawn and Landscaping LLC and GeoSolutions Inc was updated in the Manufacturer section of the SEDIMENT CONTROL AT TYPE S REINFORCED CONCRETE DROP INLETS Note.

On Sheet D13, the DEWATERING AND SEDIMENT COLLECTING Note was revised. Paragraphs were added to provide direction on when to use the bid item and to clarify payment.

On Sheet D14, the contact information for Tracking Pads LLC and Signature Systems Group LLC was updated in the Manufacturer section of the CONSTRUCTION ENTRANCE Note.

Section D – Erosion Control Standard Note file may be downloaded from [here](#).